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Abstract 
In making observations on the most primitive space of numerical functi口ns，where two functions 
巴qualalmost everywhere are not always regarded equivalent， the clasical analysis is not a competent 
one. Renovations are needed in de五nitionof orthogonality， e妊ectuationof a linear operator， spectral 
methodizaiIon and so on. In this paper， two important methods are introduced to topologize the 
space， called “rea沼ilizatioが， and “orthogonal transmutation". It is remarkable that the icleal-theoretical 
method is f口unduseful in similar way to what is found in the clasical analysis. 
1. Introduction. 
1n this paper the space X is posited as the aggregation of al the complex目
valued functions x (c:) that satisfy the conditions: (i) Jx (c:) Jく∞ foral c:ε8; 
(i) x (ミ)=x(ザ)wheneverご=弘 Whenx(ご)EX，ヱ(c:)is called a vector in X and 
is denoted by x. 8 is a metric space provided with a normal systemμto measure 
a subset r of 8 by the a priori measure 
:m.F=@'μc-μロ(F)。
fEr 
( 1 ) 
(μと二=f1for al c:ε8 and n (F) is the inversion number of r w. r. t. ii) and it is 
posited that B>α(the cardinal of enumerability) and 
iii8=1. 
On the other hand， x may be originally expressed in the form2) 
x=@'x(ご)df 
where df (布)is the characteristic {unction of the single point set {討， so d， is natu-
rally regarded as a vector in X Next， let a scalar product be introduced by the 
formula 
(1，1) 
(xJy)二!f2x (c:) y(c:) f1f 
so that we have a norm measure lixl such as 
IlxI12=!f2JX(c:Wμs 
I:d， μ5・ (1，2) 
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The calculus of (x[y) is specially characteristic in point that 
(X[y)二二o><JC? X (c) y(ご)=0.
In this meaning， ifexactly， the symbol 0 should be altered by the symbol rQl which 
indicates the empty nully (= sheer void)， and then any infinitesimal quantity will 
be indicated by the symbol @. In addition， for an integral of the form 
εx(A)1λ (1，3) 
A being a metric space provided with a positive system 12 (say， > rQl)， is demanded 
the restriction 
ε[x(A)[12く∞
λ壬A
whenever the value (1，3) is posited as五nitelydetermined (= convergent). This is 
that we conform to Riemann's viewpoint on convergence in a generalized form. 
Hereafter， a space or a subspace will mean a vector space or a vector subspace 
respectively， generated 0ロ complexsu伍ces. The minimun subspace wich contains 
any of subspaces Y， (tεI) is the 学仰向。fthe family (YJ and is denoted by 
V y， or V ，E[ Y， ; 
when I= (1， 2)it is written as 
Y，V玉三.
The orthogonal projection of a vector X on a subspace Y is denoted by 
Py(X). 
A subspace generated by a single vector y will be denoted by <{ y}>， and on such 
a subspace the projection Pくy>(X)may be simply denoted by 
When 
Py(X). 
[lyll>O 
it must be remarked that Py (a，) cannot be existent except the case of vanishing， 
because then it must be 
lPy (a川<Ila，1 =1ムニI@=@
while Py (af) is written in the form 
cy (c: a complex number) 
if existent， so that 
[IPy(込)~I= /c['lyl ~O. 
(1，4) 
(1，5) 
As the quantity 0 should mean rQl from our standpoint of view， (1，5) m四 nseither 
its left hand is strictly positive or vanishes to be equal to rQl. 80， in case of not 
(232) 
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vanishing Py (ム)， (1，5) is contradictory to (1，4). 
In our theoryラ thefunction :'il of .x de五nedby 
玄1=supl.x(ご)1
is called the height of .x to be distinguished from 1.x1! de五nedby (1， 2); and when 
司 or1.x1 is五nite，.x is said to be of五niteheight or of五nitenorm respectively. By 
a certain reason we do not de白lea norm nor a height of a transformation. So as 
to be of finite norm， a vector may not necessarily be of finite height， but when a 
vector is of五niteheight it must be of finite norm (because of the restriction (1，1). 
z. Reaxilization. 
The set 
sz=(ミ:ごεBand .x (c)乎 0)
corresponding to a fixed vector .xεX， iscalled the defining support of .x. When 
Y is a subspace of X， the set 
Es =25(Yj=nzz(zεYand .x(c)キ0)
will be called a supporting scale or simply a scale of Y on condition BI:学 void，
which， in other words， isthe in五mumof the de五ningsupports of .xεY for which 
.x (c)手 O.Now， on denoting as 
王う=(.x: .xεYand x(c)乎 0)
we have 
E三EE:for al 可ε81;
because it is direct from the the definitions that 
(.x(c)手oandザεE，J[> .x(別手O.
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Next， let us suppose that there exists a vector y E Y， for a certain万suchthat 
y(切手obut y(c) =0， 
then， on picking up an arbitrary vector .x E tう， by (2. 1) it follows 
zεEう，
so we have 
.x(有)士 .x-~y εE
y(写)
for which 
z(ご)(= .x(c)手obut z(ザ)=0.
This is contradictory to (2，2). Hence， itmust be 
玉三三 Y，.
(233) 
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Then， by (2. 1) and (2.3)， we see 
YE ご r~ for eachザει
so that， in regard to the definition of ~九 we may conclude: 
Lemma 1. 25ヨ万じ> B~ = E初
If there exist two vectors x and y in 1:う forwhich x(ミ)手oand y(l;)手obut 
ヱ(ご) ， x(方)
y (1;)ナ y(可)
for a certain守ε2わ
z=x_B可~11-ー←一一'->y(ザ)I;f 
is a vector in .Y， because then x， yεYc and therefore y (η)手oby Lemma 1， and 
then 
?????
J三笠L三里)Jz(l;) =ν(ミ)一手Ol y (1;) y (ザ)J 
z(可)=0.
This is a contradiction again to (2， 2). Hence， there must exist a vector ρin X 
for which 
【同】ーー
】ρ ~'ç
and such that 
.y ε y f> y= んP+~ y(ご)a， (2，4) 
k being a complex number. 
From Lemma 1 itis direct that 
BeUB万ヲと void[> Ê~ = B布
so that the family of the distinct scales of Y is a family of disjoint sets， i.e. a 
partition of the set 
B y = U Bx 
x::X 
which is called the support of Y Now， let it be written as 
(8λ) 'EA 
then the set A of indices may not be generallY expected as a set of ordinal numbers， 
though it is always found possibly existent. If Bp = Bぇin(2， 4)， let ρbe al tered by 
the notation 
p孟
(234) 
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and let the subset of X generated by a single vector P， be denoted by. Y" then it 
is direct from (2. 4) that 
Y~ V ，~. (2， 5) 
1t is very convenient if we may use the relation 
V，Y，=V，1えPか (2， 6) 
on the ground that 
Y，=<{ρ，?> ， (2， 7) 
but if we try to induce (2.6) from (2.7) we shall come across a need of Zermelo's 
axiom. However， to avoid the controversial troubles about the axiom (of choice)， 
we may posit (2. 6) as an intuitional representation of the structure of the subspace 
V ぇ~， caused by the reality of the span (say， the right hand of (2，5) and the 
destination (2， 7)， while we shall then leave the set A free from well四orderingin 
general. Thus we posit the relation 
.yc Vλ 〈ρλ?>
instead of (2，5). 
To tel the truth， the inversive relation of (2， 8)
YヨVえくミム〉
is not evident. 1n e妊ect，on an arbitrary五initenumber of indices 
λ1， A2・・，A包
it can be easily shown th司tthere exists a vector x in .Y such that 
with 
X=X，ρ1十X2ρ2+・・ +Xnρ).n十X'
ど(~)= 0 for any ~ε UbÀ l­
k=l 山
(2， 8) 
(2， 9) 
on an arbitrary choice of n complex numbers x
" 
X2， ・・，Xn- But this may not be 
su伍cientto assert that any vector X of the form 
X= ~X(À) 九
belongs to Y. The logical leap between the above-stated result and (2. 9) may be 
simply cleared if we adopt some appropriate system of logic， though then may be 
caused some new discussion about the construction of a subspace. However， we 
merely posit the destination (2. 9) as e旺ectuated，in this paper， without getting in 
the logical details. Then， combining (2. 9) with (2. 8) we will have the formula 
y= Vλ<記Pλ〉
as effectuated， at al events. 1t can be veri五edin itself that 
zr=U51・
(235) 
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The family of the vectors (ρJωwill be called the natural basis of .1う audwill 
be denoted by 
B(Y); 
and the formula (2， 10) is called the laωofrωxili・zationor simply the reaxilization 
on the subspace Y. 
3. On Linear Operators. 
A linear operator L is understood as 
LxεX for each xε工
The aggregation of the vectors Lx is called the range of L and is denoted by 
R L • 
A complex number ωis regarded as an operator in the meaning that we write it as 
y=ωx(x，yεX) 
when y(ご)=ωx(ご)for each eεE. 
As shown in S 1， the projection Py on the subspace ~ y?> has no effective 
image of a vector a< when y (ミ)*'0 and 1 y I! > 0; therefore， in this case， Py may 
not be regarded as a linear operator of X A linear operator in our theory must 
be五rstdescribed by the formula 
L a< = fZ 1 (乙可)孔 (3，1) 
so that for an arbitrary vector 
x=εx(針。ξ
we may have 
Lx = @ (fZ x (e) 1 (己的)a". 
Since the right hand of (3，1) must be a vector in X， 1 (乙η)take complex values. 
The alternation of the summation procedue ~ fZ by ε@; is always thought as 
possible in our theory， whenever L is given as an e旺ectiveoperator of X. Next， 
when 
B(RL)=(凡)刷，
at least one vector x2 is claimed to be existent for each AεA such that 
LxA=ρλ・ (3，2) 
An operator thus defined by (3， 1)to (3，2) is called an intimate 0ρer.αtor， or simply 
an operator if there is no fear of confusion. 
For an operator L， ifexists an operator L， such that 
(236) 
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L1L=1， 
Ll is called the left inverse oJうUαtoror simply the inverse of L (in this paper) 
and is denoted by 
Lく-1)
When L(ーの exists L is said left-invertible_ The set Q L of the complex numbers 
ωsuch that (L-ω) are not invertible， isthe 砂町trumof L. Besides， as it is 
well-known， the spectrum of L has been originally de五nedby several authors as the 
set of the proper values of L， i_e. the set of the complex numbersωsuch that 
(Yx)(xεX and Lx=ωx). 
When the linear operators L and V-1) are not necessarily expected to be intimate 
ones， for that the above-stated two definitions of a spectrum perfectly accord， itis 
necessary and su伍cientthat 
($ V-l)) ，>寸(Yy)(yEX，Y手oand Ly =0) (3，3) 
though， when L and Lく 1) are restricted within the intimate operators， to establish 
the assertion (3，3) is not easy. 1t will be a nonsense under such conditions to 
proceed any analysis dispensing with (3， 3). 80， itmay be an opportune disposal 
if we restrict our analysis within the case where the intimate operators L and V-1) 
conform to the criterion (3，3). 
1t is remarkable that the vectors x cannot be restricted to be of五niteheight. 
1n effect， for the operators defined as 
sa， =s(針。"s(c)手ofor eachcεZ 
and s(ご)→owhenever Co弓とご→ι
S(-I) is existent and 
sc吋 F-L35(三 y，)
s(c) 
and then it is observed that 
? ? 」
?
?? 、??
ー???
??? 、?
? ? ?
so that apparently many vectors of infinite height may be found in the range of 
Sトリ_ 1n addition， the notion of the morm IL1 of an operator L will not be used 
by similar reasoning. 
For an operator L de五nedas 
Lac=f!;l(乙甲)a守
the corresponding operator L by the di五nition
(237) 
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T a， =~ l (1， ~) a守 (3，4) 
(l (1， ~): the conjugate numb己rof l (1， ~)) is called the adjoint of L (i. r. t. the basis 
(a，)w，). An operator is called a finite operator if both of the set of such万that
l (ミ別手ofor a fixedミ
and the set of such ~ that 
l (己可)手ofor a五xedη
are always found as finite sets. 
Proposition 1. When both of L and L are intimαte operators， they are finite 
operators， too. 
Demonstration. In effect， if
then， in view of (3，4) 
Besides， x may be such that 
for a fixed η， so that 
y =Lx(xεX) 
y(可)=C'x(ミ)l(乙甲).
x(ミ)=-i-
l (乙ザ)
y (万)=1十1+・ー.
Since y(ザ)学∞ thepointsごforwhich 
l(乙切手O
must be exhausted within a finite count. 
Next， ifwe take L instead of L， according to the de五nitionof L we similarly 
see the points可forwhich 
l (ι別手。
must be exhausted within a五nitecount. Then， since 
l(乙切手o><Jl(己的手0，
the verification is completed. 
4. Orthogoual Transmutauon. 
Given a subspace :Y， if there exists another subspace Z such that any vector 
x in X may be uniquely expressed in the form 
(238) 
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x=αy+sz (yεY， zεz) 
(α，s: complex numbers)， then Z is called a linear supplement of y It is remark 
able that there may be found many linear supplements possible for a fixed subspace. 
F or an arbitrary vector ρin X， the following process to make up a supplement of 
〈ρ~ is very important. First， let a point 1; for which ρ( 1;)手obe fixed in Bp; 
next， let the subspace 
z= vη持《丸ミテ
be taken up; then it is easily seen that Z is a linear supplement of ~ρ~. In case 
of a subspace Y generated by an enumerable family of vectors (ρ1c)k=1，2ヲ・ー the 
process may be simply generalized as follows. First， let a point 1;， for which 
PJ.(乙)手obe五xedin Bλfor each ;( = 1， 2， .・， next， take up the set 
r=(ザ:万εBbut守手乙 foral ;( = 1， 2， •.• ); 
then the subspace 
z=vηEr <ミ å~~
is found to be a linear supplement of Y 
This process of supplementing is brought to an evident standstill when the 
power ()f B (.Y) is larger than enumerability， because then the axiom of choice 
will be needed again if we try to build up the set (乙)λEl in analogization. Never-
theless， there is stil a way to throw light to our idea. If we cease to treat the 
total space X as perfectly given but prefer to test it to restrict within the construc輔
tion of the meaning of a formal extension of the above-shown supplementing， then 
there may be left no objection in regard to the axiom of choice. Thus reasoning， 
we may posit a set of I;J. as given such that 
whenever 
ρλ(乙)手O
B(Y)=(ρλ)則・
Now， let us take a positive system of application (九)旧+(人)持rsuch that 
@'rJ.+ε九=1
where r=r(Y)=(ザ:寄手乙 foral ;( E A)， 
and introduce a new product described in the form 
(xlyt=@'削;()y(;()rJ.+~x(問。(ザ)rヲ
on condition that x and y are uniquely expressed as 
oncl 
ヱ=εゑ (;()Pλ +~x(ザ)åη
y=~ ÿ(え)pλ 十 ~ÿ(功。ヲ
(4，1) 
respectively; the universal possibility of such expressions is now evident. Then the 
(239) 
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subspace 
z=v 万三「く之 ð~}> 
is found orthogonal to Y in respect to the product (4，1，) and thus we will have 
a new topological structure of X. So， the formula (4， 1)is called an orthogonal 
transmutation of X with respect to the subspace Y. 
The adjoint L of an operator L i.r. t. (4，1) may be defined by the relation 
(Vxx)(Vxy): (Lx[yt=(x[Lyt. (4，2) 
If it is described as 
and 
we have 
and 
so that in view of (4， 2)
which means 
LPA=@3 gぇ(ν)ρν十@3.1λ(C)dc
~A r.fr 
LA=GrgJu)ρν+r2 _t;(C)dc， ，EA cモF
(LpA[dλ)=λ(7)人
(ρ2[Ld，) = g，(え)r).，
/λ(ヲ)r，=ふ(2)h
。くr，/rλ〈∞
whenever !l(別手0，because it is evident that ./λ(切手oimplies g，(2)手oand con-
versely. Since L is essentially arbitrary， this result ma可yforce the sy戸st民em(げ7λ)んλ疋E
+(何a科旬守Jム)レマ戸ρ~r tωo be given as a regular one， i.e. O<rl/r， く∞，0くr)γマく∞ and 0ぐに/
7ィ〈∞ foral 2， 2'εA and η， 7)'E r.
Proposition 2. For thatωch intimate operator hω 的 αdjointe.酔ctive
叩 ithrespect to the transmutation (4， 1)， itis necessarツ ωzdsufficient that the 
system (rJω +(rムris a regular one. 
5. On IlL • 
When B(RL)=(P，)ωthe set of the vectors y such that 
Ly=ρλ 
is denoted b)ァキ ~う For any vector x in X the vector Lx can be expressed in 
the from 
Lx= fZx(2)人. (5，1) 
Now， let us take a vector y describable in the form 
決 Asis stated in 3 3， itis claimed that XA千 void，in our theory. 
(240) 
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y=巴蕊(A)X，
on condition that 
X，εX1 for each A E 1， 
and let X be composed as 
X=y+z. 
Then we have 
Lx=Ly+Lz= c2x(A)ρλ+Lz， 
so that， in view of (5， 1)， itmust be 
Lz=O. 
Ifz手0，L(-I) cannot exist， because then 
L(xλ+z)=L(巧)=ρえ
whereas xλ十z手x，. Consequently we may have: 
819 
Proposition 3. For existence of L(-I) it is necessaryωzd sufficient that 
each X， (A E 1) consists of a single vector x， andαny vector x E X can be 
uniquely eXjうressedin the form 
x = r2x(A)xλ・
It is remarkable that the original domain of definition of L(-I) is BL but not 
X itself; in other words， Lく 1) may not b~ regarded as an intimate operator of 
X except the case _llL = X. 1n case RL = X， as it is evident that 
Bぽ"lL)= (ac)eE8' 
the sets X， may be altered by the sets 
X，=(x: xεX and Lx = a，)
and almost directly we may see: 
Lelllma 2. 1n cαse RL=X.ラ ifa family (.:1吋"8satisfies the condition 
こEミ Xe，then for the operators defined as 
sa， =x， for each t;εZ 
it is obserued tha土 L=Sく 1)
By Prop. 3 ond Lemma 2 it is obtatained that: 
Proposition 4. 1n case RL = X， if Lく 1) exists， Lく 1) is in fact the both 
side inverse of L， i.e. 
LLくりこL(-I)L = 1.
(241) 
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6. Left Ideal in the Ring of Operators. 
Apparently the intimate operators of X make up a ring together; so let it be 
denoted by fi:. If an operator S is defined on a subspace Y of X， on replenishing 
such as 
Sx=O for al xεX-y 
we may regard S as an element of fi:. In the followingラ wewill deal with only 
thus replenished operators， so that the inverse L(-l) may have X always as its 
domain of de五nitioninstead of RI> If a subset ~ of fi: satisfies the following 
conditions， ~ is a left id，ωl: (i) (~3 L， S)l> aL + bS E ~， by arbitrary complex 
numbers a and b; (i) 0 ~ *耽~. When 0 =1 {O}， fi:， the ideal 0 is said non-
trivial. Given an operator L， the subset 筑L is evidently the minimum of the 
ideals containing L， and is denoted by 0L' If there may be no non-trivial ideal 
0' such that 
3弓とおI and 0 c :5' c m-，
then the non-trivial ideal 0 is a mαximal (left) ideal. 
The results that hnceforth follow are what have been gained by a study aimed 
for analogization of the theory of normed ring of operators. In our study it may 
be specially characteristic that al of the measures ¥lxl，司， ILI and 71 are put out 
of use and the restriction (3，3) is universally applied. Let the aggregation of the 
operators of X which are not left-invertible be denoted by況;this subset of m-
plays an important role in our analysis. By some simple computations the following 
lemmas may be gained，' where a left ideal is simply called an ideal. 
Lemma 3. 1f an id，ω1 0 is non.trivial， then 
{O}手0C:;況.
Lemma 4. 1f 0手Lε此 theideal ~L is non-trivial. 
Lemma 5. For thatαn idea10 i・'snon-tri'vial， itis necessaヴ ωldsufficient 
that 
{O}手0C坑.
We insert here the following axiom as a logical agent in our analysis: 
Axiom o. Given a set 21 fixed， by T be denoted a 1うrOlりertywhich is 
either possessed by a subset in 21 or not， in relation toαt most a finite number 
offixed seぉ，and let it be assumed that:ぴthereis a subset ml c Vl(i. e. 21一部1
ヲとりoid)haviug p， there exists another subset部2 having T such that 
mlC怒2C:; Vl，
焚lR:;Smeans the set of al SL such that SξlR and Lε:;S. 
(242) 
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and moreover it is certain that at least one subset exisお初 ?lhaving司.Then， 
there exists an increasing sequence of subsets having T 
m1 Cm2C .. cQI 
for which no subsetも isfound having 1もsuchthat 
UヨヲkcfficQ1.
Proposition 4. For that an 0)うerstorL is left-invertible， it is necessaryωld 
sufficient that thers is no mαximal ideal containing L. 
Demonstration. If L is left主lVertible，in view of Lemma 3， no maximal 
ideal contains L， because a maximal ideal is a non-trivial one too. Therefore， for 
completion of the demonstration it is su缶cientif the negative assumption for exist司
ence of a maximal ideal containing L is induced to a contradiction when L is 
not left町invertible. In this case， as LεiJ1， by Lemma 4 ，~'h is a non-trivial ideal， 
and if ;JL is not a maximal ideal there exists by definition an increasing sequence 
of non-trivial ideals such as 
SLこ;J，C;J2 C ... c坑.
We may denote by T the property that a subset of 況 bea non-trivial ideal con-
taining 2L? so that by Axiom 0 we may assume that there exists no non-trivial 
ideal ~ such that 
U;Jk C ~ C批.
Now let it be denoted as 
~L = U ;Jk' 
then ~L is a non-trivial ideal. In e旺ect，
~L ヨ S， S' [> ('3k) ('3k') (S E ;Jk' S'ε;Jk') 
and on denoting Eロ max(k，k') 
we have 
because then 
so that 
S， S' E;J正
3K53正 and;Jk' c ~ゎ
αS+ßS' ε3正 Ç~L
by arbitrary complex numbers αand s. Hence， we consequently have 
Next， 
and then 
~L ヨ S， S' [>αS+sS'εSL-
9t ~Lヨ S[> ('3S1) ('3S2) ('3k) (SI E9t， S2ε;Jk and S=SIS2) 
S= S1S2E 9t 2、kÇ~kÇ~L・
Besides， itis evident that 
(243) 
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SzE二坑
so that ~L is αnon-trivial ideal. Then， in regard to the indication about (6， 1)， 
we may conclude that ~L is a maximal ideal containing ~L， which gives the con-
tradiction promised. 
For any maximal ideal ~ of fi;， let the residue class ring ffi;/~ be described as 
ffi;/~ = (S(~))足時
where 
Then， since evidently 
we have 
which is written as 
S(~) ヨ L>寸L-Sε~.
L-SE~ 三寸 S-Lε3
Lε S(~) 三寸 SEL(~)
L=S(modZ、).
When it is observed for a五xedcomplex number ωthat 
(Yxx) (Sx=ωエ)，
we adopt the simple notation ωinstead of S， andφ(~) instead of S(~). By QL is 
denoted the spectrum of an operator L. Then， the following theorem may be 
ven五edwithout any difficulty， which is an analogization of the classical one:) 
Proposition 5. When Q L手void，if 
Lε S(~) 
for a怖はi悦 α:lideal ~ふ then e::cists a nu悦 b巴Tω ミQLsuch that 
S=ω， 
and conversely ifωモQLラ existsa悦叫imalideal ~ such that 
Lεφ(~.) 
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